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*1 HMD: Display equipment which is worn on
the head, in the form of goggles or a helmet,
with small display screens positioned directly
in front of the eyes. There are monocular types,
which display an image for only one eye, and
binocular types, which display images for both

eyes.
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1. Introduction
One of the major difficulties with

mobile terminals is the small size of

their screens. According to market sur-

veys, even though mobile terminals

sold recently have much larger screens

than earlier models, they are too small,

and video viewed on the screen is diffi-

cult to see [1]. They are still not large

enough for viewing content without

stress. Nevertheless, considering that

mobile terminals are normally carried

around, they cannot be given a screen

as large as a PC or TV. 

In this article, we propose a “Nan-

demo Interface” (nandemo means “any-

thing” in Japanese), which allows users

to view content at any size without hav-

ing to carry around a large display, by

using nearby objects such as a wall or a

note book that may be in their briefcase

(“anything”), as the display. We also

describe a prototype system that uses a

Head Mounted Display (HMD)
*1

to

implement this concept.

2. Nandemo Interface
Overview

The prototype system uses a dis-

play, called an HMD, which is worn

like a pair of glasses (Figure 1), and

this particular HMD is a video see-

through type
*2

display. 

There are various examples of

research on systems that allow viewing

of content and input/output operations

without using any objects, including

systems that display an image of the

content (a “content image”) floating in

the air [2], and systems that perform

input/output operations using gestures

in the air [3].

However, when we perform input

operations and view content in every-

day life, we always use some object as

an input/output device. For example,

we use a keyboard for entering text, and
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As part of realizing a “Nandemo Interface,” we have devel-

oped a system which uses an HMD and allows nearby

objects, such as note books or file folders, to be used like a

touch-panel display, to view content and perform input oper-

ations. With this system, users can view content displayed on

a nearby object of their choosing and perform touch-panel-

like input operations on it. This makes it possible to enjoy

online shopping, TV and Internet content anywhere, at any

time, and at any desired screen size.
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a display for viewing content. Since we

normally perform input operations and

view content in this way, new methods

that do not use objects present issues

such as no button-press sensory feed-

back when inputting, or ambiguity in

where the display can be touched.

Some experimental results indicating

that using real objects is effective for

viewing content and performing input

operations using an HMD have also

been reported [4]. For these reasons, we

decided to use objects at hand for dis-

playing content and for input operations

for our system.

The HMD used for the Nandemo

Interface we have developed has an

integrated camera that we use to recog-

nize the object (such as a file folder or

notebook) to be used as the display.

The content image is overlaid on it,

adjusting to the size of the object (a file

folder) as shown in Fig. 1. In this way,

the object held by the user appears as a

display, and the size of the content

image can be adjusted freely by adjust-

ing the size of the item used.

Also, user input operations can be

implemented by using the camera to

recognize the position of the user’s

hand and a finger-ring type microphone

to detect the sound produced when the

user taps the content image.

3. Nandemo Interface
Implementation

3.1 Overall View of the 

Prototype System

An overall view of the system is

shown in Figure 2 (a). PC1 processes

the audio from the finger-ring type

microphone and the image from the

camera, performs object recognition

and detects user input operations, and

executes drawing processing to overlay

the content image over the camera

image. The output image from PC1 is

displayed as-is on the HMD.

PC2 is used as the content server,

storing and managing content which the

user can view through PC1.

When the user performs an input

operation, the finger position and time

are sent from PC1 to PC2 and the con-

tent image display is rewritten.

Currently, PC1 is used as the termi-

nal (or mobile terminal) and PC2 is the

content server, but in future systems,

the camera and microphone of a mobile

terminal can be used as shown in Fig. 2

(b), and other processing can be done

over the network on servers, in a thin

client
*3

architecture.

3.2 Overview of Processing

in the Prototype System

The user attaches a marker to the

object to be used as the display,

enabling it to be used for viewing con-

tent and for input operations. The spe-

cific processing performed to imple-

ment this is described below.

1)   Detecting Marker Position and Ori-

entation

In order to use a nearby object as a

display, the system must be able to rec-

ognize the object that the user wants to

use. For our system, we have used a

marker to find this specific object with-

in the camera image (Figure 3). It is

*2 Video see-through type: A type of HMD
that allows the real world to be viewed through
imagery from a camera. It can be used to
implement Augmented Reality (AR) by pre-
senting the image of the real world from the
camera overlaid with virtual information.

*3 Thin client: A form of system where the user
terminal (client) has the minimal functionality
necessary and most of the processing is cen-
tralized on servers.
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HMD
Recognize locations of 
file folder and hand 
using the camera

Image seen
through the HMD

Marker
Attached to the file folder 
so it is recognized for use 
as a display

Finger-ring type microphone
Allows input in touch-
panel method

Figure 1  Prototype system using an HMD
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relatively easy to detect circles (and

ellipses) within the real environment, so

we have used an NTT DOCOMO logo

as our marker, as shown in Fig. 3 (a).

Any arbitrary object can be identified

for use as the display surface by attach-

ing this marker to it, and the position

and orientation of the object can be

determined by detecting the position

and orientation of the marker.

To detect the marker, regions of

color similar to the marker image are

first detected, and after converting to a

binary image, marker candidate regions

are selected based on how closely they

approximate an ellipse (Fig. 3 (b)). At

this point, if multiple elliptical regions

are detected, the largest such region in
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(a) Current system

(b) Future-system concept

Finger position and time 
touched object

Content image

PC2 PC1

Camera image, finger-ring 
type microphone sound

Image shown
on HMD

Mobile terminalNTT DOCOMO facilities

Home PC or appliance

Content-provider
content server

Camera image, finger-ring
type microphone sound

Image shown
on HMD

Camera image,
finger-ring type microphone sound

Image with content overlayed on camera
content images (image shown on HMD)

・Capture of finger-ring type  microphone 
sound and camera image 
・Object recognition 
・Detection of user input operations 
・Drawing

・Object recognition 
・Detection of user input 

operations 
・Drawing

Capture of finger-ring 
type microphone sound 
and camera image

Internet Wireless

Figure 2  Overall view of the system

The display is not rotated through large 
angles, so recognition of angles greater 
than ±90 degrees is not necessary

(e) Rotation of marker ±90 degrees(d) Detecting orientation (binary image)

Rotation around the major axis is determined 
from ellipticity, and around the n-axis is 
determined from the slant of the text

Convert camera image to a binary image by 
setting a marker-color threshold.
The marker is the largest elliptical region 
detected by the camera

From the marker shape, compute 
the rotations around the major 
axis and the n-axis

(c) Marker orientation

Major axis

Minor axis

n-axis

γ 

φ 

90 degrees left rotation 90 degrees right rotation

(a) Marker (b) Marker position detection (binary image)

z
y

x

Figure 3  Marker recognition
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the camera image is selected. For the

orientation of the marker, the angle of

rotation, φ, around the major axis and

the angle of rotation, γ, around the

normal vector, n-axis, through the cen-

ter of the circle, must be calculated as

shown in Fig. 3 (c).

The angle of rotation about the

major axis can be calculated from the

major and minor axes by equation (1).

φ＝sin－1 (minor axis length/major 

axis length)
(1)

Actually, only the angle of rotation

of the marker can be computed, and not

the direction of rotation. Thus, we make

the assumption that illumination is from

above (positive y-axis), and by looking

at the change in brightness over the

elliptical region, we decide the direction

of rotation around the major axis. Since

we cannot fix the direction of rotation

around the y-axis (when the y-axis is

the major axis) with this method, we

display the overlay content image in a

rectangle proportional to the ratio of the

major and minor axis lengths.

To compute the angle of rotation,

γ, around the n-axis, we use the slant

of the character region within the mark-

er, as shown in Fig. 3 (d). As shown in

Fig. 3 (e), using the slant of the charac-

ter region it is only possible to detect

angles of up to ±90 degrees from the

initial position. However, considering

the environmental conditions where this

display device will be used, the display

will not be rotated through large angles,

so we compute the angles based on the

assumption that angles greater than

±90 degrees need not be recognized.

2)   Detecting Object Location and

Image Overlay

To detect the object region, we use

color information in the image sur-

rounding the marker. For our system

we assumed that the marker would be

placed at the top of the selected object,

so we detect the color below the recog-

nized marker. Next, we extract the

object display area by finding a region

approximating a rectangle of the detect-

ed color. The content image can be

overlaid on the detected region of the

selected object to use it as the display

(Figure 4 (a)). By selecting a different

object, the content can be displayed

according to the size of the object as

shown in Fig. 4 (b).

3)   Detecting User Input Operations

User input operations are handled

using the camera image from the HMD

and a finger-ring type microphone. In

the current system, we simplified oper-

ations by limiting them to touching the

screen using the index finger.

First, the hand region is detected by

finding a region within the selected-

object region that is a different color

than the selected object. When using

the index finger to perform input on the

content, only the index finger projects

from the hand region, so we used the

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal Vol. 12 No. 3

(a)

Detect location of file-folder 

region

Content images can be used 

by overlaying them over the 

file folder

(b)

Different objects can be used for 

display. Recognizing the object region

Content image is overlaid, adjusting 

for the size of the object

Figure 4  Nandemo Interface operation
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uppermost point on the hand region as

the touch location.

However, with this method, the

hand holding the display object appears

within the display object region in addi-

tion to the hand being used for the

touch operation, resulting in recognition

of multiple hand regions. We resolved

this issue by observing the time

sequence of changes in each region and

selecting the region with more position

fluctuations as the hand region.

To perform touch operations, the

time of the touch must be detected in

addition to recognizing the position of

the user’s finger. To do this, we use a

microphone in the form of a finger ring,

and by detecting the sound of the touch

(of tapping the object), we detect the

time (Figure 5). This allows, for exam-

ple, tapping on a photo with a finger to

select the desired photo, so the object

can be used as a touch panel display.

4. Nandemo Interface
User Survey

We performed a survey with six

subjects regarding the effects on usabil-

ity of using or not using physical

objects. We used a file folder as the dis-

play object, and examined differences

in usability when users held the folder

and when they did not. For cases when

not holding the folder, users performed

input operations by moving their finger

in the air rather than tapping the folder.

We first evaluated the usability,

comparing cases with and without a file

folder on a three-level scale of (1) Easi-

er, (2) No difference and (3) More diffi-

cult. Four of the subjects responded that

using a file folder was easier. The other

two subjects answered that it was more

difficult because holding the folder was

tiring, and that motion of the content

image as the hand moved made view-

ing difficult.

We also asked subjects to evaluate

two aspects of the usability of input

operations with the file folder on a

three-level scale.

For the first aspect, we asked sub-

jects to evaluate the ease in knowing

the position of a button when using a

file folder, compared to not using a

folder, as (1) Easier, (2) No different or

(3) More difficult. Five subjects ans-

wered that it was easier and the remain-

ing subject answered that it was no dif-

ferent.

For the second aspect, subjects

evaluated whether there was a sense of

having pushed a button as one of (1)

Yes, there is a sense of pushing a but-

ton, (2) No different than without a file

folder and (3) No sense of pushing a

button. All subjects responded that

there was a sense of pushing a button

with the file folder.

In the survey results, five out of six

subjects responded that the button loca-

tion was easier to grasp when using a

file folder. A possible reason for this is

that with our system, users are always
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Detect the position of

the hand touching the

file folder by camera

The touched image

expands

Detect the touch time 

f rom the  sound  of  

the finger-ring type 

microphone striking 

the file folder

Figure 5  Detecting user input operations
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holding the folder in the other hand, and

they sense the position with their own

hands in addition to using their eyes.

With the HMD used in the current sys-

tem, the same image is displayed to

both eyes, so it is not possible to sense

depth. In such an environment, the

sense of holding the file folder plays an

important role in getting a sense of dis-

tances, and this seems to be one way

that the file folder contributes to know-

ing button locations more easily.

All subjects also indicated a

stronger sense of pushing a button with

the file folder. We used the sound of

tapping the folder to detect input, so we

suppose that the pressure feedback felt

when tapping the folder had the addi-

tional effect contributing to this sense

of pushing a button.

These results suggest that having a

physical object is effective for interac-

tion, but some subjects found using the

folder more difficult. However, in these

cases the reasons given included fatigue

from holding the object and display

shaking, so we can expect to improve

on these difficulties by selecting the

display object according to the situa-

tion. For example, a fixed object such

as a desk or wall could be selected

instead of a hand-held object when

viewing over longer periods of time.

5. Conclusion
We have proposed a “Nandemo

Interface” that uses nearby physical

objects for displaying content and for

input operations. With this system, the

user is able to select a nearby object of

size suitable for the content, and use it

to view and operate on the content at

the desired size. The system was evalu-

ated with user surveys that indicated a

clear increase in usability and ease of

input operations when viewing content

overlaid on a physical object.

The current system can only detect

objects of a single color, but we plan to

continue research to allow use of multi-

colored objects and to use objects with-

out requiring the marker.
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